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SUGGESTIONS 

The Committee on International Trade calls on the Committee on Foreign Affairs, as the 

committee responsible, to incorporate the following suggestions into its motion for a resolution: 

A. whereas the EU-Moldova Association Agreement – negotiated under the framework of the 

Eastern Partnership for the 2010-2013 period – includes, in particular, a trade pillar which, in 

light of the regulatory approximation provisions contained therein, may constitute one of the 

most ambitious free trade agreements that the EU has concluded to date with a third country;  

B. whereas without strong administrative support from EU experts, it is very difficult for any 

Moldovan Government to implement the agreed approximation of legislation to the EU 

acquis;  

C. whereas the creation of a Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area (DCFTA) between the 

EU and Moldova represents one of the most significant mutual benefits of the agreement, 

bearing incontrovertible importance for trade and economic growth, jobs creation, prosperity 

and stability in Moldova; 

D. whereas by having established a DCFTA with the EU, Moldova will enhance its access to the 

EU market, thereby creating new opportunities for development and growth and benefiting 

Moldovan businesses and citizens directly; whereas the EU will benefit from smoother 

commercial flows and better investment conditions in Moldova; 

E. whereas the DCFTA includes several provisions aimed at reforming Moldova’s trade 

legislation and trade-related policies in line with, and on the basis of, the EU acquis, which 

will provide for the modernisation of the country’s economy and an improved and more 

predictable business environment, including for small and medium-sized enterprises; 

F. whereas by granting autonomous trade preferences and, previously, GSP+ preferences, the EU 

has already afforded substantial benefits to the Moldovan economy and should continue to 

support the country in the future; 

1. Commends Moldova’s determination and commitment to pursue closer economic ties with the 

EU by undertaking deep, complex and costly economic reforms; strongly believes that the 

DCFTA will have a long-term beneficial effect for Moldova’s economy and will thus 

contribute to increasing the quality of life of its citizens; 

2. Notes with satisfaction the ratification of the agreement by the Parliament of Moldova on 23 

July 2014, which triggered the provisional application of the DCFTA as from 

1 September 2014; regrets the significant damages suffered by the Moldovan economy in 

recent months following the politically motivated import bans imposed by Russia, and 

welcomes the provisional application of the DCFTA, which should at least provide for the 

alleviation of the damages incurred; 

3. Underlines the fact that the success of the DCFTA is subject to the rapid, thorough and 

effective implementation by both parties of the commitments set out in the agreement; calls, in 

this respect, for the EU to provide Moldova with all necessary financial and technical 

assistance, also with a view to alleviating short-term costs for Moldova; 
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4. Believes that parliamentary scrutiny is a fundamental condition for democratic support for EU 

policies; calls, therefore, on the Commission to facilitate in a timely manner the regular and 

detailed monitoring of the implementation of the DCFTA by the European Parliament. 
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